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About This Game

Templar Battleforce is an addictive mix of strategic combat and army building with the precision gameplay of RPGs. Step into a
Leviathan mech and lead the Templar Knights in battle against fierce Xenos. Create your own unique Battleforce by recruiting
an array of Templar specialists -- and invent distinct strategies for your fireteams. Deploy your forces in tactical scenarios that
challenge both novice and veteran alike. Put your best strategies to the test and see if you can snatch victory from the jaws of

defeat in this futuristic turn-based wargame.

Armored in the Leviathan battle mechs, your mighty Templars will face hordes of terrifying Xenos, rogue human factions, and
the ancient Narvidian threat. Slash and blast your way across a deep and deadly sci-fi universe -- waging war with cunning

Scouts, righteous Soldiers, flamethrowing Hydras, specialized Engineers, deadly Sentry Turrets, and the indomitable Berserks.

Lead your squad as they blast, hack, and burn their way through the galaxy!

 Command your Templars in turn-based tactical warfare across 55+ unique scenarios

 Face diverse challenges in every deployment: corridor-to-corridor, open desert warfare, territory control (capturing
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tactical points), defensive last stands, scorched-earth retreats, infiltration deep behind enemy lines, and complex puzzles

 Lead your squad in battle against immense and mighty bosses

 Immerse yourself in a branching sci-fi storyline and explore a vast sci-fi lore

 Deploy specialist Templars and discover unique fireteam combinations with stealth, grenades, defensive overwatch,
scorching flamethrowers, hindering attacks, and sentry turrets

 Face 25+ diverse enemy units: the Xeno, the Narvidians, and rogue human factions

 Build your unique battleforce with exacting precision, recruit and design every squad member

 Customize the appearance, armor design, talents, and equipment of your veteran Templars

 Endless combinations of squads, soldiery, and tactics will keep you coming back for more!

 Replay the campaign with your victorious squad in a New Game+ mode

The Templar Knights are a revered and storied martial order who were the elite forces for the Star Traders during their most
challenging conflict: the Galactic War against the Guild.

Their unchallenged prowess derives from two key factors:

Leviathan Battle Suits - They pilot 10 foot tall battle mechs known as Leviathan Battle Suits. Once designed for high-
pressure environments and exploring gas giants and deep space, these mechs have been adapted for war.

Templar Lineage - Templars descend from a Zendu bloodline -- a unique heritage that gives them the ability (with
proper training and ritual) to pass all of memories from their lives (and any memories passed down by their ancestors) to
a newly born child. This memory gift is known as a Templar’s Lineage – and it is what gives Templars their immense
advantage in combat, tactics, engineering, and the ability to drive the hulking Leviathan Battle Suits. The player takes on
the role of a Templar Captain who hails from a storied Lineage reaching back 87 Templars -- and who pages back
through the memories to help cope with the dire situation at hand.

The Templar Knights are a martial order sworn to protect the Star Traders – the last known free humans. Under the guidance of
the Templars and the prophet Shalun, the Star Traders departed the ruins of the Galactic Core, leaving behind desolation

wrought by the great Galactic War. Guided by the prophet, the Star Traders sought a new home among the stars. Across the
multi-generational journey of the Great Exodus, many ships have been lost, fallen behind, or splintered from the main fleet --

scattering the Star Traders to the galactic winds.

With the Great Exodus coming to an end, the Star Traders founded new colonies on the few remaining habitable worlds. The
Templar Knights are called upon once again to defend the Star Traders and their new colonies from an ancient threat.

Templar Battleforce is the fourth Trese Brothers title set in the Star Traders universe. The game follows Templar Assault, the
Trese Brothers’ original squad-based warfare game in which players lead squads of Templar Knights against the Xeno threat.
Templar Battleforce inherits not only the rich story of its predecessor, but the game’s high tension and corridor-to-corridor

combat style. Games created by the Trese Brothers are known for challenging difficulty progressions, so you’ll have the option
to play on easy and normal difficulties -- or crank it up into multiple gears of insanely challenging combat!
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Trese Brothers Games is one of the premier indie game development studios for desktop and mobile RPG and strategy games.
Andrew and Cory Trese founded Trese Brothers Games in 2010 from a shared passion for challenging, highly replayable games.
With more than six games on major game platforms and markets, Trese Brothers Games has more than 2.5 million customers . .

. and counting.

Come join the family! We’re an indie studio built on the mixed skills of three brothers: Cory is the oldest and our engineering
ninja, Andrew is the middle brother who both codes and draws, and Martin is the youngest and the artistic talent behind

Templar Battleforce. You can find our team interacting with gamers every day on our forum about everything from features to
new content.

We make games we love -- and we hope you’ll love them, too!
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I *strongly* recommend this game. While it's short (took me about 4 hours to complete), the art style and story are top notch. I
love the little nods to previous adventure games (e.g. the fight against a certain tropical sherrif? - amazing), and I love the, for
lack of a better word, positivity that permeates throughout the characters and story.

Great game at great value!. This dlc was great, i bought it even though people said that its too expensive for the replay of the
game. But in the end it was pretty awesome to play risky i think you should buy it if you have money to spare or just a hardcore
fan. This is a choice-of-games game; so again before you buy this you can check out the demo to see if you'd like it. The choice-
of-games brand is accompanied by many reoccuring problems, such as the games being really short and many choices not
mattering. The first one at least is also affecting this game; even if you take lots of time to read through everything you'll be
done in like less than 2 hours and have a good overview of the games content and what the other routes might be even after one
playthrough.

As another warning beforehand: this is a furry game. If you are really uncomfortable with reading about an anthropomorphic
wolf wearing jeans that accentuate her curves then this is not a game for you. But since this game is on steam, there are no
explicit sex-scenes, so there aren't going to be any surprises if one would judge this game based on stereotypes.

The game itself is written by S. Andrew Swann. Recognize that name? Unlike many other CoG-author's he is actually a writer
with more than two decades of experience in that field. This game is based on his Moreau novels. I cannot really say anything
about the novels since I haven't read them but they certainly seem more interesting than the material many of the other CoG
games authors have been using.

The basic gist of the story is that mankind created animal-people to fight their wars for them. These people are called "moreau".
But since they made the mistake of making these guys sentient humanity realized that they have to treat these engineered
organisms like humans.

That is where the story begins and your player character is one of these engineered animal-people. You awake to a chain of
unfortunate events and are left outside of your apartment with nothing but yourself. From there onwards the chain of
unfortunate events continues. The beginning of the story actually left me quite amused - even anticipating what disaster that is
worse than the last could strike the character now.

Some have complained about a lack of direction in the story because of that. But under your fur, claws and teeth you're just a
regular dude with not much else going on. I feel like this game has been written for people who have never read the novels, so
there isn't really much "end-of-the-world"-stuff or other complex political\/socioeconomic\/social\/... topics that are being
talked about.

In fact the game tries to tell you the differences or difficulties of humans and moreaus in other ways. The moreaus colloquially
refer to humans as the "pinks" which again left me with a chuckle. The protagonist does describe things around him in a
personal and sometimes offensive way but not to what I felt was too obtrusive. In fact in the story the player character even
starts wondering why the moreaus are using that term to begin with since that black person they saw in that moment wasn't pink.

It's moments like these that I actually came to really like this story; there are lots of details and lots of very small things that
happen (i.e. the PC describes the tail wagging of another character after they're agitated or they describe the smell of a human)
that remind you what the world and the player character are.

Unlike many CoG games this game does not force social issues down your throat. You can but do not have to become an activist
for your people. This is actually refreshing to see after having read through Zachary Sergi's works or Eternal Sea where you just
could not avoid these topics, and not just that, you had to deal with these issues without really having an option to select a side.

So, are there faults to this game? It's short, even too much so. When I was done I felt like that the story barely even started. The
story that is being told does actually have an end, so you're not left with a cliffhanger just so you buy the sequel.

Do I recommend this game? It's hard to say and I wish there was a "It depends" or other middle option here on steam. That little
that is already there was pretty enjoyable and good. Is it worth it to spend $5 on this game? Perhaps but you can actually get one
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of his books for that price which probably has more content than this CoG game.

If you are interested in just buying a CoG that isn't terrible this is a good buy. If you are just interested in the story and don't
mind supporting the author with a little bit more cash then go for it.

But in all fairness I have to say that $5 is too much for this while Choice of Robots sells for the same price which has a
ridiculously large amount of content.

With this little content this game even feels a little like an ad for the novels, but I have to admit, it did its job: Now I do want to
check out the novels.. That a nice racing game. My dark skinned cat girl looks god damn perfect with this, icame\/10
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This game is really fun. The mechanics are deceptively simple but the interactions between objects are rich and the potential for
clever play is very high. Dodging between enemies and tricking them into killing each other is really satisfying. The
art\/music\/levels are very polished and doing simple things like bonking walls feels satisfying. It's kind of relaxing and makes
me feel smart at the same time.. Ruined by the lack of voice acting. Really couldn't recommend as a result.. Super fun concept,
great music!. Back in my highschool days the Sega Vs. Nintendo war was serious. Flashback was one of those games that was
simply amazing. Played it non-stop till I beat it. Then played it again. And a few more times. There is a lot of nostalgia with this
game, and I love the re-imagining of this current version. Even just watching the opening sequence the other day when I booted
it up for the first time brought back memories.
If you appreciate an old-school feel, puzzle adventure, this game is a must. A fun, thought provoking game which allows you to
go at a pace you are comfortable with. Opening everyone up to a broad array of possibilities to get out of even the most difficult
situations. At times punishing but not frustratingly so.

I would recommend all types of gamers, new and olld, to give it a try. I would like to see more creative games like this which
combine gaming elements I have long enjoyed into something which seems original and fun.
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